A new cellular genomic analysis device is introduced that integrates cell lysing, microfluidics, and micromagnetic mRNA labeling and detection on one microfabricated substrate.
INTRODUCTION
A number of issues hinder the genomic analysis of heterogeneous mixtures of cells.
For example, current gene array technologies perform poorly when screening a low cell population.
This limitation becomes even more relevant when dealing with the quantification of very low mRNA copy numbers per cell [I] .
We have previously developed a unique DNA hybridization detection system that relies on giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensors [2, 3] . This system, based on the detection of magnetic microbead labels, is capable of observing a single DNA hybridization event. We are now attempting to apply this technology to the detection of low concentrations of mRNA, ideally that from a single cell. 
SUPPORTING EXPERIMENTS
Assay development.
In preparation for examination of mRNA in raw yeast cell samples, we have developed reliable protocols with commercially available mouse brain and Saccharonzyces cerevisiue poly(A)' RNA samples. These experiments are also leading to a calibration system that will be used to corroborate mRNA capture and detection via GMR sensing of magnetic beads. In addition, we plan to use these "idealized" samples of poly(A)' RNA to prove that our sensor is capable of low mRNA abundance detection without RT-PCR.
Mugnetic microbead label development.
Small lots of NiFe powder were vigorously shaken over a polycarbonate filter (5 pm pore) for several hours. The collected beads showed a tight distribution with an average diameter of 1 pm. Beads were coated with aminopropylt~methoxy silane under drop-wise addition to a vigorously stirred solution.
The amine-terminated beads were reacted with NHS-PEG-vinyl sulfone. Thiolated antibodies attach to the vinyl sulfone terminus to produce the conjugated magnetic bead. 
